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HydraMaster’s HydraShelf Adjustable Shelving System 
maximizes available space in your van to fit more 
tools, chemicals, drying equipment, instruments, and 
accessories without losing valuable floor space. It 
stores, secures, and protects.

It fits over the wheel wells of unibody vans and takes 
advantage of higher roofs for more storage space. 
Higher bottom shelves allow for spotting kits or tool 
storage on the van floor below the first shelf. 

You can attach tool brackets and shelves in numerous 
configurations so you can get to your tools quicker, stay 
organized and always look professional.

Adjustable 
Shelving SystemHydraSHELF

Wall Mounted     •     Adjustable     •     Low Profile

For the Ford Transit and Dodge ProMaster vans

MODULAR SHELF CHEMICAL STORAGE KIT - 3 bins (000-079-300)
EVOLUTION WAND RACK HOLDER - 2” (000-079-331)

EVOLUTION WAND RACK HOLDER - 1 .5” (000-079-330)
SOLUTION REEL MOUNTING KIT (000-079-308)

Made from  heavy duty stainless steel and anodized aluminum 
for maximum corrosion resistance 

Shelf spacing easily adjusts  with  single knob on 
each end of the shelf 

The entire shelf system moves front to back to 
accommodate additional accessory mounting 
locations 

Shelves have 4-inch sides to ensure items stay organized  
and in place 

Rounded corners for safety

Can also be used to store tools, brushes and more!St
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SOLUTION REEL OPTION 
(REEL NOT INCLUDED)

WAND STORAGE OPTION
SHELVES CAN BE ADJUSTED WITH 2 OR 3 BINS WITH WAND
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Personalize and maximize the available space in your van to fit more tools, chemicals, drying 
equipment, instruments, accessories and more!

Modular Shelf Chemical Storage Kit - 

• Can be mounted on either side of the van
• 3 Bins, ideal for chemicals or other equipment

MODULAR SHELF CHEMICAL STORAGE KIT - 3 bins (000-079-300)
EVOLUTION WAND RACK HOLDER - 2” (000-079-331)

EVOLUTION WAND RACK HOLDER - 1 .5” (000-079-330)
SOLUTION REEL MOUNTING KIT (000-079-308)

Solution Reel Mounting Kit -  

• Solution Reel not included
• Designed for Rokan standrd 200’ reel (sold separately)

EVOLUTION Wand Rack Holder (1.5” and 2”) - 

• Redesigned for the Modular Shelf Chemical Storage Kit (sold separately)
• Keeps your wands secured and organized

(000-079-308)

(1.5” - 000-079-330/2” - 000-079-331)

(000-079-300)
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Adjustable 
Shelving SystemHydraSHELF

For the Ford Transit and Dodge ProMaster vans


